Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Many physiological experiments have demonstrated the expandability of an organism's cortex-receptor system. Human L-pigment gene knock-in mice, which express a human long-wavelength-sensitive cone photopigment, acquired a new capacity for chromatic discrimination^[@CR1]^. Rats that receive information from the infrared environment in their somatosensory cortex can perceive infrared light^[@CR2]^. Monkeys have learned to discriminate artificial tactile stimuli in an active tactile exploration task, where a brain-machine-brain interface was used to deliver the stimuli to their primary somatosensory cortex^[@CR3]^. The rat and monkey experiments imply that the sensing capability of an organism can be expanded artificially throughout the organism's lifetime, differing from the natural way, where organisms acquire new experiences through genetic variation and those sensory transducers are fixed at birth^[@CR4],[@CR5]^. To provide a mathematical theory for the cortex-receptor artificial extension, in this study, I build a computational model that can adapt to a novel sensory pathway in an online manner.

According to the experiments^[@CR1]--[@CR3]^, I divide the extension into two situations: (i) emergence of novel sensory receptors in an existing perceptual channel (Fig. [1a](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}) and (ii) emergence of novel perceptual channels in the whole system (Fig. [1b](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}).Figure 1Two situations of extensions of the cortex-receptor system. (**a**) Emergence of novel sensory receptors in an existing perceptual channel. The figure illustrates a new type of cone cells being added to the retina, which is inspired by the experiment in which human L-pigment gene knock-in mice showed enhanced long wavelength sensitivity^[@CR1]^. In this situation, novel receptors receive environmental stimuli and transmit signals synchronously with the pre-existing receptors, which means that the perceptual channel spectrum is expanded. (**b**) Emergence of novel perceptual channels in the whole system. The figure illustrates a new type of sensory channel X being added to the organism and the channel communicates with other parts of the cortex that are responsible for different sensory types. As a result, the organism gains the ability to sense X. This situation corresponds to the experiment in which rats were able to perceive infrared light through electrodes implanted in their cortex^[@CR2]^ and monkeys were able to feel artificial tactile stimuli via a brain-machine-brain interface^[@CR3]^.

Inspired by the phenomenon that novel experience can induce a formation of new spines in the brain^[@CR6],[@CR7]^, a synapse expandable artificial neuron model that can grow new synapses to absorb extended sensory signal during learning is designed. The model is different from the classic artificial neuron model whose synapse structure is fixed^[@CR8]^, which implies a non-extendibility for the novel sensory signals. Meanwhile, to enable the extension of the sensory pathway in the above two situations, a hierarchical and modularized computational structure inspired by the brain structure^[@CR9]^ is designed. The synapse expandable artificial neuron can work on any level of the computational structure, which provides an adequate theoretical explanation to the cortex-receptor artificial extension.

Results {#Sec2}
=======

Computational framework {#Sec3}
-----------------------

The computational framework for situation (i) (Fig. [2a](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}) and situation (ii) (Fig. [2b](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}) is based on a perception coordination network^[@CR10]^, which is a hierarchical and modularized neural network (see Methods section perception coordination network for algorithmic details). The framework includes the primary sensory areas, the unimodal association areas, and the multimodal association areas. The primary sensory areas contain feature neurons, that respond to elementary features, for example, color, shape, or syllable features. The unimodal association areas contain concept neurons, which combine the elementary features to represent unimodal object concepts; for example, in the visual channel, they combine information from color and shape neurons to represent object images. The multimodal association areas contain association neurons, which connect concept neurons in different perceptual channels, for example, connecting concept neurons in visual and auditory channels to associate the visual and auditory concepts of objects. Figure [2a](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows an example of a novel type of receptor added to the retina of an organism, which receives stimuli synchronously with the inherent receptors. Impulses generated by both the novel and inherent receptors are transmitted to the primary sensory areas where they are integrated. Figure [2b](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows a novel perceptual channel X being added to the network, which then receives stimuli synchronously with the congenital perceptual channels. Impulses generated by both the novel and congenital channels are transmitted to the primary sensory areas and unimodal association areas, respectively, and are finally combined in the multimodal association area. The neural interactions launched by the association neurons, working as an adhesive, integrates new structure into the original structure to form a single system.Figure 2Computational framework of extensions to the cortex-receptor system. (**a**) A novel sensory receptor is added to an existing perceptual channel. (**b**) A novel perceptual channel is added to the entire system.

Synapse expandable artificial neuron model {#Sec4}
------------------------------------------

To integrate novel sensory receptors or perceptual channels into the pre-existing neural network, I design a synapse expandable artificial neuron model (Fig. [3a](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). New synapses (shown in red) can be created to allow pathways for the novel receptor and novel perceptual channel. The expanded synapses on the dendrite (input) side can transmit signals received from new types of sensory receptors. Then, the new type sense has a signal pathway to the existing system; the expanded synapses on the axon (output) side can transmit signals from the existing system to the new type of sense channel. Then, the system has a signal pathway to the new type sense channel. When new synapses are created, the activation function of the synapse expandable artificial neuron model evolves as follows,$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${{\boldsymbol{z}}}_{{\bf{1}}}$$\end{document}$ is empty here because the IR rat system reuses the original output pathway of the neuron with high probability.Figure 3Computational solutions. (**a**) Synapse-expandable artificial neuron model. New synapses (shown in red) can be created to allow a pathway for novel perceptual receptors or channels. (**b**) Mathematical modelling of situation (i). After a new type of sensory receptor is added to an existing perceptual channel, the organism has a new way to perceive the environment. Consequently, the internal mapping space of the organism has a corresponding new dimension. Thus, the points that represent the learned concepts in the original low dimension feature space are mapped to a higher-dimensional feature space. (**c**) The dimensionality increasing process of the feature neuron. Feature neuron grows new synapses to absorb novel features. (**d**) Mathematical modelling of situation (ii). After a new perceptual channel is added to the entire system, the internal mapping space of the organism has a corresponding new space, and new concepts will be generated in this space. Finally, the concepts in the original space and the new space become associated with each other. (**e**) The response modal expansion process of the association neuron. Association neuron grows new synapses to absorb novel modality concept.

Novel receptor added to existing perceptual channel {#Sec5}
---------------------------------------------------

Assume that a perceptual channel initially has *n* sensory receptors, that receive an *n*- dimensional vector $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\bf{X}}$$\end{document}$ (see Materials and Methods section response modal expansion of the association neurons for algorithmic details).

Experiments {#Sec7}
-----------

An experiment (Supplementary Fig. [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} shows the objects used) is designed to validate our computational model, which is called the CRAET (cortex-receptor artificial extension theory) network. Figure [4a](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} shows the experimental setting, I first give the computational model a visual channel. To simulate the visual system evolving from achromatopsia to dichromatopsia and then to trichromatopsia, I initially give the visual channel a brightness receptor (corresponding to the Rods) that receives grayscale object images, and let the network learn object shapes. After a period of learning with all objects, I provide the visual channel with new green and blue color receptors (corresponding to the M-Cones and L-Cones) so that it additionally receives the green and blue light, respectively. Now, the network can receive a grey + green + blue image of the object. Then, I let the network perceive all objects again to learn color information of each object. After that, I add a red color receptor (corresponding to the S-Cones), allowing it to receive the red light. The network can now receive a Grey + RGB image of the object. Similarly, I let the network perceive all objects another round to update its color feature neurons. Next, I introduce an auditory channel that enables audible sound input to the network. At this time, visual and auditory input can be received simultaneously. I let the network learn the Chinese name of each object by receiving pairs consisting of images accompanied by the Chinese names of each object. After all objects are learned, I add an ultrasonic receptor to the auditory channel and use ultrasonic sounds to name all objects again. Finally, a gustatory channel is added to the network. Pairs of image and taste samples are provided to the network simultaneously at this stage to let the network learn the taste of each object.Figure 4Experiment. (**a**) Experimental settings. (**b**--**d**) Neurons in the learned network that associate with concept pear, banana and apple. The icons next to the neuron are the objects to which the neuron maximally responds. Thresholds for neurons to be activated are set as follows: in the visual channel, thresholds of the shape and color neurons are 1/4 times the L2 norm of their weights; in the auditory channel, thresholds of the audible and ultrasonic syllable neurons are 200 and 9, respectively; in the gustatory channel, thresholds of the basic flavor neurons are 0.015.

Figure [4b](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} shows the neurons in the learned network that associate with concept pear. The top line shows the change of the network structure of the concept pear as the network acquires new visual receptors. Initially, the network receives only a greyscale image of the object and learns the shape of the object. After the green and blue color receptors are added, the network can receive certain object colors, and color feature neurons are created in the network. The visual concept neuron is then able to respond to color information. In this case, two colors are associated with the pear shape, one appears a little brighter and the other is somewhat darker. However, they are not easy to distinguish in this color space. After the red color receptor is added, the color feature neurons are mapped to a higher-dimensional space: the RGB color space. One color feature neuron becomes responsive to yellow, and another becomes responsive to green. Thus, the bright green pear and dark green pear become more easily distinguishable in the RGB color space: one is yellow, and the other is green. This gives trichromatic organisms an advantage compared to dichromatic organisms. The middle line shows the change in the network structure of the concept pear after adding an auditory channel. On the left, the auditory channel which provides audible frequencies is added. On the right, the auditory receptor which provides ultrasonic frequencies is added. The association neuron connects the images and names (audible and artificial ultrasonic words) of the object correctly. The bottom line shows the change in the network structure of the concept pear after a gustatory channel is added. The artificial taste data of the pear contain sweet and sour flavors. The network learns these two flavors (sweet 0.67, sour 0.22) and (sweet 0.63, sour 0.14). The response modal of the associate neuron is expanded with the concept of taste. Figure [4c,d](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} show two similar results. The experiment demonstrates the CRAET network can effectively integrate newly introduced sensory receptors and channels in an online manner (Supplementary Fig. [2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} shows more learning results).

Inspired by the phenomenon found in the IR rat experiment in which a new receptive field was embedded in S1 neurons without hijacking their original receptive field^[@CR2]^, I designed a modality embedding experiment. Figure [5a](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} shows the computational modelling. The network receives a pair of samples that includes an exogenous signal $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${{\boldsymbol{x}}}_{{\boldsymbol{e}}}$$\end{document}$ to the host neuron. The guidance signal first transmits in ascending fashion in the reference channel to activate some association neuron. Then, the activated association neuron transmits signals in descending fashion to the host area, where the new modality is embedded, to activate some host neuron used to absorb the novel modality. If the host neuron does not have synapses connected to the novel modal signal pathway, new synapses will be created, and their weights will be initialized as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${f}_{exog}$$\end{document}$(·) is the feature extraction function of the novel modality. If the host neuron already has synapses connected to the novel modal signal pathway, the weights of the synapses are updated using the competitive learning rule, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\boldsymbol{w}}={\boldsymbol{w}}+\delta ({f}_{exog}({{\boldsymbol{x}}}_{{\boldsymbol{e}}})-{\boldsymbol{w}})$$\end{document}$, where *δ* is the learning rate (see Methods section modality embedding for algorithmic details).Figure 5Modality embedding experiment. (**a**) Computational framework of the modality embedding. (**b**) Experimental settings. I set the gustatory channel as the reference channel and the visual channel as the target channel. The ultrasonic modality is embedded into the shape feature primary sensory area. (**c**) Examples of the embedding result. The shape feature neurons are embedded with an ultrasonic modality without being deprived of their original receptive field, which means the ultrasonic modality reuses the vision-gustation circuit effectively. Thresholds for neurons to be activated are set as follows: thresholds of the ultrasonic syllable neurons are 200 and 9, respectively; thresholds of the basic flavor neurons are 0.015.

Figure [5b](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} shows the experimental setting, where an ultrasonic modality is embedded into the neurons in the shape feature primary sensory area using a taste sample as a guidance signal. Figure [5c](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} shows two examples of embedding results. In the results, the shape feature neurons are embedded with an ultrasonic modality without being deprived of their original receptive field. The ultrasonic modality reuses the vision-gustation circuit effectively (Supplementary Fig. [3](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} shows more embedding results).

Discussion {#Sec8}
==========

In this study, a mathematical theory for the cortex-receptor artificial extension is studied. I design a synapse expandable artificial neuron mode to absorb novel information flow. A hierarchical and modularized computational structure is proposed to enable novel information flow be integrated in different concept levels. Meanwhile, I design different computational models for different types of neurons found in many physiological experiments including the feature neurons^[@CR11]^, concept neurons^[@CR12]^ and association neurons^[@CR13]^ (see Methods section perception coordination network for different neuron models).

Currently, the computational mechanism is built only at the neuron level. The computational mechanism of the cortex and receptor extension at the large-scale neural circuit level should be studied. This raises an interesting question: can we design new modality feelings with electronic circuits and then integrate them into organisms? Regarding the question of whether organisms experience novel sensory inputs as a new distal sensory modality^[@CR2]^, I feel the computational and behavioral dimensions of this question are extremely interesting avenues for future research, with particular potential to be studied in human subjects. Organisms' cortex and receptor systems tend to become more complex over time; As more information arrives at the brains of the organisms, and in response, there is increasing number of information processing modes of the brain which seem to become increasingly complicated. The organisms are able to understand the real world more deeply. The brain-machine interface experiments^[@CR2],[@CR3]^ showed the potential to expand a species' normal perceptual range. Building up a corresponding computational theory will deepen our understanding about the extensibility of the central nervous system and the organism-machine hybrid intelligence. It seems clear from experimental results that we have not come close to exhausting the potential for incorporating novel sources of information into cortical processing modes^[@CR14]^, this also raises a very interesting question: can we know or prove that we can already perceive all the dimensions of the world?

Methods {#Sec9}
=======

Perception coordination network {#Sec10}
-------------------------------

The perception coordination network is an online learning framework that aims to incrementally learn and bind concepts. As shown in Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}, the network includes the primary sensory areas, the unimodal association areas and the multimodal association areas.Figure 6Computational model of the perception coordination network. The hierarchical and modularized structure of the network is inspired by the brain's structure. Note that the figure depicts only vision and audition, other sensations could also be included in the structure.

The primary sensory areas include feature neurons that respond to particular features, for example, shape features, color features, or syllable features. Feature neurons that respond to the same feature type are located in the same area *α*, and I use the set $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\sigma }_{i}$$\end{document}$ is the cumulative number of times the neuron has been activated. The activation function of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\theta $$\end{document}$ is a parameter that controls the response range of the feature neuron.

The unimodal association areas include concept neurons, which connect the feature neurons to represent a unimodal concept, for example, to form visual concepts by connecting shape and color feature neurons, or to form words (auditory concepts) by connecting syllable feature neurons. Concept neurons with the same modality are located in the same area, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\beta $$\end{document}$. The activation mode of the concept neuron is one of two types: order-independent activation mode and order-dependent activation mode. For example, a visual concept neuron has an order-independent activation mode because different sequences in the activation of shape and color feature neurons to which a visual concept neuron connects do not affect the activation of the visual concept neuron. In contrast, auditory concept neurons (for example, words) have an order-dependent activation mode because a word is composed of a sequence of syllables. Correspondingly, two types of circuit structure between a concept neuron and a feature neuron are defined as followswhere the arrows represent connections between neurons. Then, the activation function of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The multimodal association areas include association neurons, which connect the concept neurons in different unimodal association areas, for example, they connect an image of an object represented by a visual concept neuron with its name, which is represented by an auditory concept neuron. The association neurons are stored in set $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Without loss of generality, in the following I use a pair of visual (an object image) and auditory (the name of an object) inputs to describe the method in detail.

When an image and voice (name) pair arrives, feature extraction is conducted first. Currently, the normalized Fourier descriptors of the object's boundary ***d*** and the color histogram of the object ***h*** are used for visual features. The Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs) of the syllables contained in the voice ***m*** are used for the auditory features, where short-time energy and short-time zero crossing are used to extract the syllables from a voice wave. Then, a competitive learning process is executed among the feature neurons.
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Meanwhile, self-organization is conducted among feature neurons using the competitive Hebbian rule (Supplementary Figs. [4](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}--[6](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} show examples of self-organization among feature neurons).
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At this point, the entire learning process for the visual and auditory input pair is complete, and the network continues with the next input pair.

Dimensionality increasing process of the feature neurons {#Sec11}
--------------------------------------------------------

When novel receptors are added to an existing perceptual channel, feature neurons handle the signals from the novel receptors. As illustrated in Fig. [3c](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, new synapses will grow to connect the new sensory receptors, which means that the spectrum range of the feature neuron is broadened by the new receptors. I call it a dimensionality increasing process.
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Finally, the activation signal generated by the activated feature neuron is transmitted to the unimodal association areas.

Response modal expansion of the association neurons {#Sec12}
---------------------------------------------------
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At this point, the embedding process for the current input sample is finished, and the network continues with the next input sample.
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